Site Visit Report: SHED
Location: Village Sonapur, outside Guwahati
Date of visit: February 5, 2020
Site visit done by: Satyajit Nath (nath.satyajit@gmail.com), Asha Seattle volunteer

Introduction to the Project
SHED (Society for Health & Educational Development) is a residential school for disabled
children in Sonapur, Assam. It also caters to orphans and other children at risk. SHED was
founded in 2007. Asha for Education, Seattle chapter has provided support to SHED since
2014. More details are in the project web-page https://ashanet.org/project/?pid=1214.

Site Visit Details

Reached the school campus in Sonapur during the middle of a school day (it was a
Wednesday) traveling from central Guwahati (about 2 hours away).

Overall impressions
I have visited the school in prior years and it is always good to see new improvements made to
the school facilities.
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SHED’s administrator, Hiranya Saikia (in the photo above), highlighted that the electric supply
connection to the school has now been made permanent (post and cable in background in the
photo above). This is a big improvement from the temporary connection earlier which used to
frequently cause power to be disconnected during storms, followed by lengthy delays before the
local utility could fix to restore power. Children’s playground equipment has also been added to
the school ground (also shown in the photo above). This was donated by the local Rotary Club.

A garden set up and maintained by the students for the last four years is looking well. From a
sapling four years ago, a krishnasura (gulmohur) tree has grown nicely to bookend a
well-tended bed of flowering plants in the foreground.
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Some vignettes from the visit

Class with young children: Teachers provide personalized instruction to each child using
appropriate teaching and learning material including books, worksheets, and toys.

Children with hearing challenges with teacher in their classroom
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Children with autism and MR with teacher in their classroom

Bunk beds for residential students in the hostel
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Kitchen and dining room

Success stories
Sankar Rabha: example of earlier student who was able to transfer
Sankar Rabha is a good example of a student who was able to transfer to a regular school after
spending time at SHED to improve his learning and development skills.
He was 10 years old with mild MR when his parents enrolled him in SHED in 2015. He was
enrolled as a hosteller in SHED as his family lived far from SHED in Boko, a town in Assam
about 90 km west of Sonapur.. The child had poor attention, concentration, and poor scholastic
performance. The child did not hold a pencil properly. After five months, he started to scribble
on paper. After a year, he started reading and writing the alphabet. He recognized basic
shapes, numbers, the alphabet and body parts after two years. He was able to read and write
his own name, father’s name, mother’s name, and address. After two and a half years, he was
able to start writing at a simple sentence level.
Based on these marked improvements, SHED advised his parents that Sankar was ready to join
a regular school.
His parents applied for his admission to JATIYO VIDAYALAYA in their hometown of Boko. The
headmaster of the school interviewed Sankar as part of the process. After the interview, the
headmaster admitted Sankar to class 5 in his school. Sankar was also able to learn art under
the guidance of an art teacher and attend classes for certain pre-vocational skills like paper
flower and paper bag making. It was great to learn that he was promoted to class 6 this year at
the school.
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Photos showing Sankar Rabha in SHED earlier with classmates and teacher
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Chinmoy Sarmah: example of current student who has improved
Chinmoy Sarmah is an example of a current student who has progressed well since he joined
SHED.
When Chinmoy was first enrolled in SHED three years ago, he was not able to do his own work,
did not want to talk or respond to any one, and did not want to study.
In three years starting with only basic literacy and lacking daily life skills, Chinmoy now is
learning at the secondary level and is at about 50% proficiency in daily life skills (can go to the
bathroom, wash with water but not soap yet, can put on shirt button but not pant yet, etc.).s.
Chinmoy likes to play when he wishes. He loves playing carom and cricket. The caretaker
function at SHED plays a key role in the care needed for such development.

Photo showing Chinmoy Sarmah in his classroom
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The above photo shows Chinmoy’s work when his teacher requested that he write his name and
his school’s name when I visited. He had just finished writing down the months of the year in
order just above that.

Status of school operations
Here are some details of the current state of operations at SHED, based on discussions with
Hiranya Saikia and other staff during the visit.

Funding sources other than Asha
Cash contributions: there is no new cash funding source. Current sources:
- Parents and family of shed staff.
- Asha
- AFNA (Support-A-Child)
- Wahid Saleh (Netherlands based individual donor of Indian origin from Assam)
Non-cash contribution: Local businesses/social organizations:
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●
●

Dalmia, Rotary Club
Ladies club at neighboring Digaru Air force base:

Artificial floral arrangements made by the students are sold for charity by the Ladies club
in their air force base. All proceeds are donated to SHED
●
●

Don Bosco University, BSW, MSW students do internships, and help out
Sonapur College students and professors come for project work, and help out

Update on changes to students and teachers
Outgoing students (Out) and students who replaced them (In)

Sl.No.

Out Name of
Student &
Address

Type of
Disability

Age/ Sex

Name of in
Student &
Address

Type of
Disability

Age/ Sex

1

Yubaraj
Accarjee
Morch,
Manipur
Hosteller

MR

16/Male

Mohna
Mugdha
Nath,
Nagaon

MR

12/Male

9

2

Jiban Kathar
Sonapur,
Hosteller

HI

24/Male

Jyotinmoy
Borgohain,
Guwahati

MR

18/Male

3

Biswajeet
Goswami,
Nalbari,
Hosteller

MR

26/Male

Soleman
Tudu, SOS,
Village,
Guwahati

MR

18/Male

1

DAY
SCHOLAR

MR

Male

Kusboo
Paswan

HI

12/Female

Abhijit Dutta

2

Rustom Ali

HI

Male

Krishna C V

MR

7/Male

3

Bati Saikia

MR

Female

Mondeep
Basumatary

MR

10/Male

4

Padumi Deka

MR

Female

Sadha Das

MR

12/Female

5

Akhtar
Hussain

MR

Male

Lakhyajeet
Bora

MR

8/Male

Teacher and Staff changes
LIST OF TEACHERS (LEFT SHED)

LIST OF TEACHER (JOINED SHED)

1) Zinnia Golmei, Manipur
Leave for Father illness
From January/2020

1) Surajeet Kalita, Guwahati (Temporarily)
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2) Shangrailla Saiyeo, Manipur
Leave for Medical Under Treatment
From December/2019

2) Testy Bora, Sonapur (Temporarily)

3)

Jebline Marak Office Assistant

3) Sumi Das, Sonapur

4)

Robart Ch. Marak, Care Giver

4) Jerry Halam.

Other challenges
On-going attempts since late last year to get a copy of the FCRA Bank Account change letter
from the Ministry of Home Affairs that is necessary before funds can be sent. Once Asha can
have that letter, prior year funds approved can be sent to SHED. Stewards, in the meantime,
are working with Hiranya Saikia to find other ways to get the necessary proof of the FCRA Bank
Account change.

-----
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